ICFJ Global Health Reporting Contest Workshop
New Delhi | Feb 16, 2019

1. VENUE

Tamarind Hall, India Habitat Centre
The Workshop will take place at the India Habitat Centre (enter Gate 1) in South Delhi. The closest metro station is Jorbagh (Yellow line) or Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium (Violet line) station. For exact address/directions, use this map or call +91 11246 82002.

2. CONTACTS

Emily Schult
Deputy Vice President, Programs at International Center for Journalists
+1 8039600353

Lori Ke
Program Officer at International Center for Journalists
+1 5626068887

Sanjit Oberai
Knight Fellow at International Centre for Journalists, PROTO
+91 98204 64270
3. AGENDA

09:00 am Coffee

09:30 am Introduction to the Program and Winners
Emily Schult, Deputy Vice President, Programs at International Center for Journalists
Lori Ke, Program Officer at International Center for Journalists

10:00 am Panel: Health Journalism, Challenges and Winners’ Work
Rohan Singh (2016), Zehru Nissa Shah (2017), Disha Shetty (2018), Emily Schult (Moderator)

11:00 am Workshop: How to use intersections in our coverage of health.
Jatin Gandhi, Producer at PROTO and Knight Fellow at International Centre for Journalists

01:00 pm Lunch

02:00 pm Workshop: How to tell stories with data
Sanjit Oberai, Producer at PROTO and Knight Fellow at International Centre for Journalists

04:00 pm Coffee

04:30 pm Breakout
Emily Schult, Deputy Vice President, Programs at International Center for Journalists
Lori Ke, Program Officer at International Center for Journalists

06:00 pm End of Day

Disclaimer
ICFJ and PROTO, as the organizers of this workshop, are solely responsible for selecting the participants and setting the agenda. J&J is funding the event.

Supported by Johnson & Johnson